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Committee meeting minutes, held @ Karmand on Tuesday 27th November @7:30pm 

  

Apologies: There were no apologies necessary from any Executive Committee Members. 

Previous meeting minutes: The previous minutes were agreed as a true record 

Matters arising from previous minutes: The Action regarding affiliation fees for League members was 

discussed with YCB. The YCB did say that in their next Yorkshire Meeting this will be an agenda item. Most 

likely at the next meeting which may take place between December & March, the issue regarding The 

QEASCL value for money will be discussed accordingly. 

Despite a suggestion from Heaton Park at this year’s AGM for writing off the Sponsorship Money from 

Chefgenie, the Executive Committee did discuss the matter, and agree that correspondence with The Business 

owner Mr Shahnawaz will continue, negotiation and efforts in solving the matter amicably will remain so the 

League can benefit financially 

Conflict: Hafiz Azad & Hafiz Rahman 

Finance: The Outstanding balances from the Clubs have now been settled; Kashmir Dews, Onq, My Lahore. 

Balances which are still outstanding are from: Riaz Khan & Co £650, Advance Carz £150, Chefgenie £500 

 

Opening Remarks by the Chair: The Chair opened the First new Executive Committee Meeting by 

congratulating all the previous Members for being re-elected as well as The New Executive Committee 

Members who have also been elected to The QEASCL Committee. The Chair spoke about how important 

the role of an Executive Committee Member is by exploring the position of power which comes with 

responsibility and accountability.  

Furthermore, to promote good practice, good housekeeping rules and achieve maximum impartiality in 

decision making, the Chair also emphasised upon the idea declaration of Conflict of Interest.  

Protocols & Procedures of communication between League Members, club secretaries, representatives and 

players must be channelled through to League Secretary & Chair.   

If any case an Executive Committee Members are contacted by any of the above mentioned, the Chair 

emphasised upon the following:  

 

Maintain the relationship through amicable channels by referring the matter to The League Secretary or 

League Chair. 

 

Other than referring members to the League Secretary or League Chair, Avoid Giving Advice, developing a 

conversation which is related to an ongoing case or a case which may be referred to the Executive 

Committee.  

 

Avoid showing any form of personal interest, or any form of guidance directly linked to the case. 

 

In case of the above mentioned, All Executive Committee Members must declare any discussion/Conflict of 

interest at the start of the meeting to allow other members to decide in discussing the case. 

 

Secretary Report: The Secretary shared the correspondence from Kashmir Dews with The Executive 

Committee which was related with Rule 6b.  

The League Secretary had verbal and written correspondence from the Secretary Kashmir Dewsbury who 

explained the issues why he was unable to liaise with the League Secretary. These reasons were private and 

confidential which The Executive Committee Members acknowledged and accepted. In addition, the League 

Secretary also mentioned that's Kashmir Dews have always sustained a positive financial relationship with The 

QEASCL. Kashmir Dews Fines and Registration Fees have always been straight and clear. Kashmir Dews is 

solely administrated through one individual which is Mr Shahnawaz. Due to mentally being unstable and under 

pressure through other emotional factors Kashmir Dews Secretary was unable to stay in touch with the 

League Secretary. 
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Minutes 

 

Kashmir Dews Case - breach of Rule 6b: The Secretary of Kashmir Dews Mr Shahnawaz was invited to 

The Executive Committee and was requested by the Chair to explain why his team breached rule 6b?  

 

Kashmir Dews Secretary explained to the Executive Committee that due to personal circumstantial matters 

which were disclosed with the League Secretary, he was unable to correspond with the League. Mr Shahnawaz 

also mentioned that upon knowing about the matter, the balance was immediately cleared approximately 

within 1 or 2 days after the AGM.  

In addition, he also mentioned that his team in the past have never had any problems relating to any financial 

matters. Historically, all balances have been cleared well before the AGM.  

Kashmir Dews Secretary also emphasised upon how much his club enjoy and love playing in the league. His 

side’s good discipline and respect for the League Officials & Executive Committee is highly acknowledged and 

appreciated. However, Mr Shahnawaz emphasised that due to managing the team, financing the team, and 

administrating the team on his own, situations and circumstances sometimes can get in the way where 

deadlines can be easily missed. 

 

The Chair also asked Kashmir Dewsbury Secretary who also was the director of Chefgenie regarding the outstanding 

balance of £500. 

Mr Shahnawaz Director of Chefgenie & Kashmir Dewsbury cc Secretary responded with - In 2016 he 

sponsored the Competition and had fulfilled his obligation. Unfortunately, in 2017 season the outstanding 

balance is due to the League Committee, having not shown any form of appreciation towards myself or 

Chefgenie. Mr Shahnawaz accused the Committee of under valuing his business by not sending any 

correspondence to him. 

Mr Shahnawaz reiterated that the sum of £500 was not something he was afraid of paying, the sum wasn't a 

difficult payment to pay, but on a matter of principle that due to the lack of value, appreciation & 

acknowledgement the payment wasn't paid. On the other hand if the Executive Committee could show some 

form of acknowledgement and appreciation the outstanding balance will be cleared.  

 

The Chair thanked Mr Shahnawaz for attending the Committee Meeting and for his responses which he was 

questioned about. 
 

The Executive Committee discussed the matter at length and decided unanimously on the following:  

*Kashmir Dewsbury have always maintained a good club financial relationship with the QEASCL. 

 

*Kashmir Dewsbury Secretary personal circumstances and issues were taken into consideration and were 

acknowledged as a factor which became one of the reason rule 6b was breached by the club. 

 

*Kashmir Dewsbury immediate payment was confirmed by the League Treasury as the date of payment 

suggested that the intention was always to make the payment.  

 

However, due to Kashmir Dewsbury falling short of rule 6b and avoid similar circumstances being repeated. The 

Executive Committee decided the following;  

 

*Kashmir Dews will be fined £150 for breaching rule 6b. 

 

*Kashmir Dews must work towards creating a management body which can deal with issues in the absence of 

the Team’s Secretary.   

 

*To avoid repetition of the same incident Kashmir Dews will be placed on a two years’ probation period 

where they will ensure that they do not breach rule 6b, and all o/s balances will be cleared by the AGM. 
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Onq guilty of breaching rule 6b: The League Secretary & Chair updated (with Riaz Khan Email response) 

the issue of The Member team Onq who were at the time going through a challenging transition period. Due 

to uncertainty and lack of clarification between the new appointed Secretary, the outstanding balance was not 

paid by the AGM.  

However, a representative on the night (Riaz Khan) who was present at the AGM was willing to clear the 

balance on the night, unfortunately due to unforeseen circumstances the opportunity was missed to clear the 

balance, however a partial online payment (50% of the payment was paid on the night of the AGM) the 

remaining payment was made the next day after the AGM.  

 

Therefore, the Executive Committee unanimously agreed that; 

 

Due to the payment being cleared in total as well as 50% being paid on the night and the remaining payment 

being paid the next morning after the AGM, Onq will retain their membership however, Onq will be placed on 

a 2 year monitoring period where payment prior to the AGM or on the night of the AGM is cleared. 

 

Riaz Khan new Secretary of Onq CC & Concerns of ‘Potential takeover’: The League Secretary & 

Chair updated the Executive Committee regarding the resignation of Club Secretary Raqeeb Younis and 

appointing Riaz Khan as the new Club Secretary.  

The Committee agreed, acknowledged and accepted that the appointment of Riaz Khan was acceptable. 

However, due to concerns expressed by the Executive Committee that this was also seen as a potential 

takeover of a Premier club by the relegated Earlmarshall cc who have since resigned from the league. 

 

The following points were unanimously agreed by the Committee:  

*Onq CC will not be able to change their name to Earlmarshall cc for a minimum of two years. 

 

*A maximum of 4 players from the resigned Earlmarshall who have played in 2018 QEASCL season will be 

allowed to join Onq 

 

*The Committee will monitor Onq Home fixtures venue as historically Onq have been playing their home 

fixtures in West Yorkshire region 

 

*Breach of the above mentioned points may result in the Executive Committee to take action accordingly. 

 

My Lahore cc Dues: The Committee was also presented with the case of outstanding balance of My Lahore. 

They presented their case by explaining why they weren't able to clear their outstanding balance prior to 

AGM. Due to Change of Secretary and the previous Secretary out of the country, communication with the 

new Secretary and correspondence wasn't accessible. However, the New Secretary had cleared the 

outstanding balance on the night of the AGM which was in accordance with rule 6b. 

 

Co-op member Abead Sadiq: The Executive Committee Management agreed that there wasn't a need in 

the current state of affairs for an additional Member to the Executive Committee Management. Therefore if a 

need was required then this option will be further explored. 

 

 

Appeal Panel Decision regarding Yorkshire Lions & Indus Bfd: The Executive Committee will be 

carrying out the instruction from appeal Panel in the near future 
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Correspondence: The League Secretary also updated the Executive Committee about the Teams who have 

verbally expressed an interest of changing their Team name. These clubs are: Raja, Krass Eagles, Chach & 

Green Stars. 

However, the Committee agreed that a correct protocol is to put it in writing - new name of the team & 

reasons for change to the league secretary prior to new season’s club registration date. The Committee’s 

approval is required for any Team name changes. 

 

Style cc request for Team name change letter:  Style cc will be allowed to change their name to Khan CC. 

However, with any team name changes the process and other potential issues will be monitored by the 

Executive Committee. 

 

New Applicants for 2019 Season: The League Secretary updated the Committee regarding the new 

applicants. The new applicants are: Manningham, North Cliffe CC, Kings XI Lahore & Bradford Stars.  

League Secretary will send out an invite to the new applicants to attend the selection process interview. A 

date will be set where Executive Committee Members can attend and contribute to the selection process. 

 

 

AOB: The League Secretary addressed the issue to the Executive Committee which is related to those 

members of the League who play or hold post within the QEASCL express a keen desire in sponsoring the 

League, which unfortunately isn’t fulfilled. 

These Members fail to honour their obligation despite all the publicity and promotion the Executive 

Committee do throughout the season. The Chair and members clearly see the point made by The League 

Secretary and have decided that this matter will be discussed further and explore the matter with greater 

detail. 

 

Committee member Nasa Ziarat suggested a working sub-committee be structured which will strengthen the 

QEASCL structure.  

Hafiz Azad proposed to taking on the responsibility of promoting the QEASCL via media in mains league 

event. 

 

Meeting finished  

10:00 PM 
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